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In this issue we focus on:
l The Budget threat to pensions as we know them

Accurate long term prediction is always impossible. Should this be doubted then look no further than the Chaos
Theory, defined by the prizewinning American mathematician, Edward Lorenz. His explanation of the chaos theory
is “when the present determines the future, the approximate present does not approximately determine the future”.
In other words, small changes in initial conditions can lead to drastic changes in the results. For more on this
fascinating subject just google “Chaos Theory”.

Short term prediction is thankfully less chaotic – and with a 16th March Budget Day, it seems sensible to heed
the warnings of change that are currently gripping the pensions and savings industry.

The Chancellor has already said that, on Budget Day, he’ll announce his findings from his autumn “Pensions
Consultation” last year. Like drunks around a pretty girl, chancellors seem incapable of leaving pensions alone –
and it seems almost certain that another raid on pension tax relief is on its way. Higher Rate income tax relief on
individual pension contributions looks to be the most likely target. Although this now appears to have been joined
(according to the former Pensions Minister Steve Webb) by a threat to the future of the (tax free) Cash Lump Sum.

Are these stories to be taken seriously? Yes, they probably are. 

We know that ‘pension tax relief’ is thought to ‘cost’ the Treasury £50 billion a year. Of course much of the ‘cost’ is
illusory – and is more truthfully deferred taxation and a lessening of the burden on the public purse. But such all-
round honesty isn’t the business of government and the pensions’ goose is a horribly convenient target for a
politically ambivalent Chancellor - whose year-end borrowing promises are once again proving to be more fiction
than fact.

High earners (those successful folk at the top of the feed chain upon whom many of us depend) will suffer
contribution restriction and tax relief clawback, should adjusted income exceed £150,000 in the 2016/17 tax year.
Further cutbacks to these higher rate reliefs are now anticipated, in conjunction with the probability of all higher
rate relief being eliminated and replaced with a flat-rate contribution credit. 

The system and structure by which Basic Rate relief is already granted as a credit upon personal contributions
has worked effectively enough for all Schemes registered for relief at source. These existing arrangements grant
the Basic Rate taxpayer with an additional 25 pence upon every pound saved. Should this tax credit route be
adopted throughout the system then pension tax relief at a flat rate of, say, 25% would enable the Chancellor to
crow about “adding an additional 33pence to every £1 saved in an authorised pension arrangement. Why, I can
almost hear him!

“Wolf “has been cried many times on the imminent demise of higher-rate income tax relief – but on this occasion
we actually believe it. Time is now very short and if a personal contribution is intended this year – then do it now.
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The likelihood of a Treasury raid on the holy grail of the tax free Cash Lump Sum is in contrast, pretty slim. Available
Cash Lump Sums were initially restructured under the root and branch ‘pension simplification’ legislation of 2006.
These changes were generally well received although diminishing Lifetime Allowances (down to £1million this year)
will continue to bear down upon those with well funded benefits. 

But for the Chancellor to sweep away this well understood jewel within pension savings, he must first rewrite the
rules of the Civil Service Pension Scheme and deal with a major revolt of those in the Public Sector that he’s
supposed to defend. He must also square up to a dramatic failure of his avowed ambition to privatise much of the
State Pension and make “Workplace Pensions” acceptable to all. 

For many, the tax free Cash Lump Sum is the one element of pension saving that justifies the personal sacrifice
and carries enduring appeal. Take that away and I fear all is lost.

March 16th will reveal all.

Geoffrey Stait
3rd March 2016

The opinions expressed are those of the author. The material provided is for general information only and does not constitute
investment, tax, legal or other form of advice. You should not rely on this information to make (or refrain from making) any
decisions. Links to external sites are for information only and do not constitute endorsement. Always obtain independent
professional advice appropriate to your own particular circumstances.


